The Powys Journal is a publication of the Powys Society (www.powys-society.org), appearing annually each summer. Its aim is to publish original material by the Powys Family and scholarly articles and reviews relating to them and their circle. Manuscripts for consideration should be submitted to the editor, J. Lawrence Mitchell, Dept of English, 4227 TAMU, College Station, TX, 77843-4227. Electronic submission should go to his e-mail address: j-mitchell@tamu.edu.

Spring Journal is the oldest Jungian psychology journal in the world. Published twice a year, each issue is organized around a theme and offers articles and book reviews in the areas of archetypal psychology, mythology, and Jungian psychology.

Simply the best literary publication in America. Period.” —Terry Kay

Readers love The Georgia Review’s short fiction, essays, poetry, reviews, and art. Excerpts and secure ordering online at www.uga.edu/garev. Subscriptions $24/yr. ($30 foreign) for four issues.


Interesting in the Middle Ages?
Speculum: A Journal of Medieval Studies
is a quarterly journal publishing over 1200 pages of articles and book reviews on the Middle Ages.
Receive Speculum and other benefits of membership by joining the Medieval Academy, the world's oldest and largest organization of medievalists. To subscribe contact Sheryl, Attn: TLS, by e-mail (SMC@MedievalAcademy.org) or at Medieval Academy, 104 Mt. Auburn St., Cambridge, MA 02138 USA.

George Eliot-George Henry Lewes Studies
Founded 1981
Refereed journal of literary, scholarly and cultural criticism devoted to George Eliot, George Henry Lewes and the relationship between them and their circle.
Publishes articles, notes, reviews, annual survey of articles on George Eliot.
Annual subscription rate including postage $20 or £14.
Inquiries to editor William Baker (Northern Illinois University) at wbaker@niu.edu
web site: www.personal.psu.edu/faculty/k/kraw16/Eliot.htm

Society for Utopian Studies
Join the Society for Utopian Studies and enjoy the inter-disciplinary, scholarly study of utopian thought over the last two thousand years.
Benefits: Subscriptions to Utopian Studies (the Society’s journal) and Utopia Discussed (the Society’s newsletter) as well as access to the Utopia list and eligibility for the society’s annual conference.
Dues: $20 for students; $45 for regular membership; $75 for libraries and institutions.
For more information visit the SUU website: www.utopians.ca/utopia

Steal This Magazine!
(for $20 a year, it is a steal)

World Literature Today has been a critically acclaimed window to world literature and culture for 77 years. Who else is going to bring you Brazilian poetry, a memoir from Israel, a new pullout feature—WLT kids—with literature and geography, for young readers—profiles from the Middle East and around the world, news about what’s new, what’s hot, and what’s not? No one source offers in-depth coverage of these and so many other exciting topics.
Start your subscription today! Don’t risk missing even one issue! Individual subscriptions $20 per year (Canada: $26. Elsewhere: $44) Institutions $98 per year (US Dollars)
Contact WLT Magazine
tel. 405/325-4531 or online:
www.ou.edu/worldlit
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